January's Sampler of the Month

This exquisite reproduction sampler, "Sarah Moore," brought to us by Reflets de Soie , is bringing me countless hours of stitching
pleasure. But here's a classic case of photography gone a bit awry with regard to the colors. The ground fabric, said to be Newcastle
Sand, even if it did exist in this country, wouldn't look anything like what's shown in the cover photograph. We have Zweigart's Sand in
other counts, and it is as its name suggests, a sand color. My model uses Gloriana on Zweigart's Days Gone By ~ another excellent fabric
choice is Lakeside Linens' Vintage Sand Dune.

Shown above on the right is a scan of the NPI colors (the conversion done using the DMC colors provided in the chart) on Vintage Sand
Dune. Isn't it lovely?! I said I'd photograph the AVAS and I thought I did but can't find it at this moment. I guess it will have to be
next time.
Last time I included a Google translation of the sampler's verse, and within an hour of hitting "Send" I got an e-mail from Attic
customer and ASU Associate Professor of French, Helene, saying: "This is why you still need a human to translate. " Why didn't I
remember to ask her before using the machine translation?! Helene said that, while it was difficult to read the words because of the
inadequate resolution of the photograph, she thought a better translation was the following:

Sun, bronze, gold, and silver

Ray of life, thread of light
Beautiful embroidery, the color of time
A chain (stitch) and a (ground) thread love and brighten each other.
So you have many, many choices for our January Sampler of the Month. You may save 15% on the purchase of the chartpack ($23.50),
linen ($32 - $48, depending on the count and type of linen ordered), and the silk ($48.75 - $94.90, AVAS, Belle Soie, Gloriana, or NPI).
Currently we still do not have 36c Days Gone By in stock, but it is on back order. We do have Vintage Sand Dune in 40c and 36c. In 32c,
because of the size of the sampler, it will require a special cut of Lakeside . When placing your order, pease remember to specify the
linen color and count and the type of silk you'd like. Additionally, we customarily cut your fabric with 2-inch margins. That truly is
all you need for framing purposes, unless you're matting it, and normally samplers, particularly reproductions, aren't matted. So if you
can't abide that and are more comfortable with 3-inch margins, please tell us when ordering. We may forget to ask.

Coming Very Soon , , ,
Sunday, February 1, Super Bowl Sale, 11 a.m. till 2 p.m. Please note the time change, occasioned by our Arizona Cardinals
playing in this 43rd football happening. Kickoff is at 4 p.m. MST, so we want you to have plenty of time to shop and still get to
your parties or into your PJ's to watch the game at home. Everything in the shop will be 20% off (except no-discount items, of
course) ~ and some of it will be at 40 - 70% off. And if you buy anything with a cardinal on it, you will get a free chart of
equal or lesser value. Help us make room for the Nashville merchandise that we'll be bringing home the following week!
Saturday, February 14, Nashville Market Day! 9 a.m. doors open for Attic Addict members in good standing; 10 a.m. - 5
p.m. Shop till you drop!
Saturday, February 28 ~ our Semi-Annual Framing Frenzy.

If we told you that it was the Saturday before, please know

that it has been rescheduled because we just learned about the annual parking lot sale hosted by Treasures From the Past, the
antique mall next door. At least this year we got notice. Last year we were surprised to arrive at the shop and find the parking
lot FULL of flea-market-style vendors and no place for you, our customers, to park. So if you haven't quite finished your latest
project, you have a little over a month to complete it to take advantage of this VERY popular Attic event when you can save 20%
off your custom framing (including mats and fillets, excluding the labor charge). Many of you have come to know and highly
regard Sandy's ability to pick the PERFECT moulding to complement your needlework. She has a wide selection of styles from
which to choose. Give her your budget, your dislikes (i.e., no oak or no gilded gold), and she will do the rest. This offer does not
apply to ready-made frames. And, as always, because of the volume of framing orders, no order will be accepted for anything
with a deadline. A number of you who live out of state have also been a part of this FF ~ and if you haven't previously, send us
your treasured piece and Sandy will do the rest!

Attic Classes

Please look for a special-edition Attic Classes eNewsletter sometime next week ~ there's not time nor space today to adequately cover
what we have in store for you in the coming months. Christy's come up with some FABULOUS class ideas, like her "Slipper Club Series"
and a perennial favorite, Ornamental Finishing for the Frustrated Few (or Many), using several special projects selected from the 2008
Just CrossStitch magazine. Wait until you see these!

Here's What's New

Again, there's more than we have room or time for today, but I'll go until I run out of both ~ and the rest will have to wait till next time.

WONDERFUL BOOKS!

English Embroidery
from The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1580-1700 ($60). A 308-page hard-cover book, this is the exhibit catalogue for an
exhibition starring objects from the preeminent collection of embroidered objects made for secular use during the late Tudor and
Stuart eras. One of the principal goals of this exhibition, now showing through April 12, 2009, at New York's Bard Graduate Center for
Studies in the Decorative Arts, is to "give aesthetic and scholarly credence to these often technically complex, thematically rich, and
compelling objects." The exhibit has three floors of the most amazing embroidery from 1580-1700. Oh, how I wish I lived closer to
New York! But for those of us who can't see it in person, this fabulous publication is almost as good as being there. The photography is
exceptional, and the essays included, one by noted sampler historian Kathleen Staples as well as other authorities, are exceptional as
well.

Emblems for a Queen ~ The Needlework of Mary Queen

of Scots ($60).

fascinating exploration of the emblems which persuaded Scotland's most
famous queen to execute the most important surviving textiles in the history of European embroidery. The
book also addresses many questions about women and embroidery during Mary's time and includes 130 color
and 42 black-and-white illustrations.
This 157-page soft-cover book is a

The Goodhart Samplers ($85).
I know that you've seen this before ~ in fact, a great number of you already have it as part of your libraries. But for those of you who
don't, I wanted to call to your attention a slight increase in the price, due I guess to the high freight costs for this LARGE book. Also, I
previously failed to mention another "extra" with this publication: on the inside of the dust cover there is again included (as in the
Quaker Schoolgirl Samplers from Ackworth book published by Needleprint) the chart for a sampler pictured in the book, and on the
right is a photograph of the sampler! If you don't already own this book and you love samplers, don't wait till this goes out of print and
the price goes up! Some of you already recognize the future value of this publication among collectors and have purchased two copies,
one for your use and one as an investment!

NASHVILLE PREVIEWS FOR PRE-ORDER!

The following extraordinary accessories are from Paula/Kelmscott Designs. You may reserve yours now!

Sarah Moon Ackworth Wooden Box ($30) This 5 x 5 x 1.5 wooden box is THE perfect size for storing your stitching accessories and
treasures. The top features the image of Sarah Moon's Ackworth sampler, reproduced by Needleprint.

The Acorn Needle Minder (with a chocolate brown base below the beige acorns and leave) and the mother-of-pearl Acorn Thread Keep
(both $9) ~ these are beautiful and remarkable, knowing that Paula has never seen a real acorn! Oh, I wish I'd named our shop "Acorns
and Threads," with all of the exquisite acorn stuff out there! Too late, I know ~ Roz already thought of it!

Another lovely mother-of-pearl item, the Rondelle Thread Winder ($8) ~ AND Little Gems Scissors ($9), tiny scissors , just under 2
inches, available in a plethora of colors, more than I've shown you. In addition to the orange, fuschia, purple, and silver, they are also
available in gold, blue, yellow, RED, green, and black! At the little-gems price of $9 one can own ALL of them to color-coordinate with
our many needlebooks
Two gorgeous needlework accessories from Keepsake Stitches that are stitched on the very beautiful 32c Sea Storm by Lakeside
Linens feature a number of Kelmscott' s beautiful "toys" "Keep Love In Thy Heart For the Love Scissors" and "Keep Love in Thy Heart
Chatelaine" (both $14) make a wonderful set and provide another excuse, as if we need one, to own these beautiful accessories.

WONDERFUL NEW DESIGNS, SCISSORS, FABULOUS FOBS,
GORGEOUS NEW LAKESIDE LINENS, ETC.
From Diane/Little House Needleworks: "Coming to America" ~ and "In the Beginning" (each $8)

From Nikki/Country Cottage Needleworks: "Beach Cottage" and "She Sells Seashells" ($8 each)

From Brenda Keyes/The Sampler Company, her brand-new "The Sailor's Wife Sampler" ($20) ~ please note that the legend that
shows through the plastic has a wrong size. The actual stitch count for this sampler is 422 x 128. This just came in the door late
yesterday afternoon, and we haven't had time to do this yet, but we will be doing a conversion to Belle Soie next week and making some
fabric suggestions. The chart model was stitched on 32c Cream Belfast. It will be absolutely lovely on a Lakeside hand-dyed line, don't
you think? And we now have two more colors to choose from, and more to come, we hope. We will have patience, Pat. The two new ones
are Homespun and Buttercream. We have them in stock as of today's mail delivery in 40, 36, and 32.

And while these may not be new from Brenda/The Sampler Company, they were new to us and so we ordered them ~ because we love
samplers ~ and we love any that Brenda does.
Below, "Patience Sampler" ($18) and "Nancy Collins Sampler" ($18)

"Martha Price Sampler" ($18) and "Ann Akitt Sampler" ($18)

"Hannah Wells Marking Sampler" ($18) and "Parrots Sampler" ($19).

From Thea/The Victoria Sampler, from left to right:
"Heirloom Stitching Sampler" ($105 w/thread pack; $18 for chart only) is the 10th addition to Thea's Heirloom Sampler Series.
This on, as exquisite as its predecessors,, celebrates our love of stitching and connects it with our families. The verse reads:
"Grandma loved her fancywork and passed it on to me. My daughter found her needleart at my dear mother's knee. Our love and
lives are intertwined for all of us to see. The threads with which I stitch today connect our family." Thea provides another
version of the verse to give more options: "My aunt (sister, etc.) loved her fancywork and passed it on to me. I practiced well
my needleart and share it all with thee. Our love and lives are intertwined for all of us to see. The threads with which I stitch
today connect our family."
"Forever and For Always" ($43 w/thread pack; $11 for chart only) features a wedding or engagement sampler plus a beautiful
bridesmaid sachet.
"W is for Witch" ($47 w/thread pack), in Thea's Alphabet Sampler Series, is 23rd in a series of 24 charming and eclectic
combination samplers focusing on the alphabet and include motifs and specialty stitches that begin with the letter of the
sampler. This one, of course, has as its centerpiece everyone's favorite "W" personage, a witch!

Linda's been very busy again with her soddering gun and her creativivity and come up with some fabulous fobs! Whether it's cats,
coffee, cows, the Eiffel tower, Scotty dogs, or St. Valentine that strike your fancy, there's a new fob for you! Each one is $30. To
order, please tell us which photo it's in and the color of ribbon and anything else that will help us "fit you" with the perfect fob.

And in case you need a scissors to fob, here's the newest from Sajou: a veined ivory-style scissors. These scissors, like their
predecessors, were inspired by the Charles X style and have a veined ivory effect in the handles and reproduce the Sajou "S." The
finger rings are beautifully decorated with a festoon detail. The finished article is a very light pair of scissors that are a delight to use.
Quality scissors can be recognized by, among other things, their pairing marks on the blades. These are the signs that the blades have
been perfectly adjusted for their fabrication. Made in France, you might be interested to know that it takes a dozen qualified people to
make each pair. The scissors are presented in a beautiful floral motif box. $94.

Well, as in too-long a speech, I've run out of time and space before I've run out of material! So the rest will have to wait for the next
issue.
Last week we, the Attic staff fortunate to be working on Wednesday, were treated to a fabulous salad buffet and desserts by a
wonderful group of ladies who use our classroom the second Wednesday of the month to stitch and laugh and enjoy lunch and stitch and
... and they felt the need to say "Thanks" when it should be the other way around! We love having them in because we often can tempt
them with the latest and greatest in needlework supplies. Thank you, June and the rest of the Bag Ladies, for a salad buffet that would
make Sweet Tomatoes envious!

In these difficult times, when you have a choice, choose to shop with the independents and not the chains so that we can do what little is
in our power to save our favorite places from closing. Last week, I'm very sad to report, Mesa's finest tea establishment, Abbey
Gardens Tea Parlour, closed after 12 years of serving fabulous lunches with delicious salads and desserts, high teas and small teas, and
offering wonderful gift items. I'd wanted to take Cathe, Deb, Jeannine, and Roz there when they visited last November, but I thought I
was too busy and could do it next time. Well, there will be no next time. ~ because Saturday they closed their doors.

Enjoy your weekend. In an hour we're off to Oak Creek Canyon with our son, daughter-in-law, and Tyler
and Hannah. There's no snow in the forecast, and I'm afraid there will be some disappointment, but
hopefully we can make wonderful memories without snow!
Jean Lea
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